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What Good Are the Arts?
Hailed as exhilarating and suggestive
(Spectator),
thought-provoking
and
entertaining (David Lodge, Sunday Times),
and incisive and inspirational (Guardian),
What Good are the Arts? offers a
delightfully skeptical look at the nature of
art. John Carey--one of Britains most
respected literary critics--here cuts through
the cant surrounding the fine arts,
debunking claims that the arts make us
better people or that judgments about art
are anything more than personal opinion.
But Carey does argue strongly for the value
of art as an activity and for the superiority
of one art in particular: literature.
Literature, he contends, is the only art
capable of reasoning, and the only art that
can criticize. Literature has the ability to
inspire the mind and the heart towards
practical ends far better than any work of
conceptual art. Here then is a lively and
stimulating invitation to debate the value of
art, a provocative book that anyone
seriously interested in the arts should read
(Michael Dirda, The Washington Post).
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John Carey, What Good Are the Arts? - PhilPapers Does strolling through an art museum, admiring the old masters,
improve us morally and spiritually? Would government subsidies of high art (such as big-city WHAT GOOD ARE
THE ARTS? - jstor If Carey is right, we cannot rank art at all as art, which I find hard to square with Perhaps a good
theory of art is still to be sought perhaps it exists elsewhere What Good Are the Arts? Quotes by John Carey Goodreads Apr 3, 2017 Investment in the arts doesnt cost us moneyit MAKES us money! What Good are the Arts?
by John Carey Waterstones Looking at the true value of art, Carey both asks and answers many questions regarding
our perception of the arts, as well as making a self-confessedly Denis Dutton on John Careys What Good Are the
Arts? thinks, is just what the individual thinks to be art (question: do people - including Perhaps a good theory of art is
still to be sought perhaps it exists elsewhere. What Good are the Arts? - John Carey - Google Books Mar 6, 2017
Editors Note: We are pleased to present a Q&A with ITIA Co-Founder Prof. Trevor Hart. In this interview, Hart
discusses the beginnings of ITIA David Byrnes What Good Are the Arts? Chicago Artists Resource From one of
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the countrys most eminent reviewers and academics, a delightfully sceptical and devastatingly intelligent assessment of
the true value of art. What Good Are The Arts? Transpositions Feb 8, 2009 What Good are the Arts? by John Carey
Indeed, Carey argues that there are no absolute values in the arts and that we cannot call other What Good are the
Arts? Faber & Faber Paul Johnson: Aesthetes on Trial - What Good are the Arts? by John Carey. Book Review No. 3
What Good are the Arts? by John Carey Nov 4, 2006 Economists cannot, and do not want to, say what constitutes
good or bad art this is not within the realm of their professional competence. Some art is more equal than others Telegraph What Good Are the Arts? (Faber and Faber, 2005). wrote the equally brilliant and valuable The Intellectuals
and the Masses) defines art, tells us what its good What Good Are The Arts? Transpositions Apr 4, 2017 David
Byrnes What Good Are the Arts responds to the proposed Trump administration budget cuts and an address Byrne gave
at his local What Good Are the Arts? - Jun 23, 2005 His new book reaffirms his view that there is much nonsense
talked about the arts. It is not innocent nonsense, and he is much concerned with Frank Kermode reviews What Good
Are the Arts? by John Carey Aug 27, 2005 John Carey, a distinguished critic and former professor of literature at
Oxford, returns us to the basic question: what are the arts for? - The Play Ethic: John Carey: What Good Are The
Arts? Dec 20, 2005 WHAT GOOD ARE THE ARTS? By John Carey, Faber and Faber, London: 2005, pp. xii + 286.
Authors. Hayden Ramsay. First published: 20 Paul Johnson - Aesthetes on Trial Literary Review Issue 323 Jun 4,
2009 What Good are the Arts For instance, on the issue that the appreciation of art is capable of inducing feelings of
transcendent ecstasy, he points What Good are the Arts? - polemical theories of the arts Mantex John Carey--one of
Britains most respected literary critics--here cuts through the cant surrounding the fine arts, debunking claims that the
arts make us better Michael Dirda - Michael Dirda - The Washington Post Review. An informative,
thought-provoking and entertaining book on a subject that rarely produces writing with all three qualities. David Lodge,
Sunday Times What Good Are the Arts? - John Carey literature gives you ideas to think with. It stocks your mind. It
does not indoctrinate, because diversity, counter-argument, reappraisal and qualification are its Jun 10, 2005 To Hitler,
whose programme of arts subsidy was one of the largest in the history of civilisation, what was good about art was that it
raises What Good Are the Arts?: John Carey: 9780199735976 - May 21, 2005 Carey outlined five standard
questions we ask about the good that the arts provide. My own private objections and affirmations of each point What
good are the arts? - Books - Entertainment - Oct 9, 2005 Is a society that values the arts a more civilised one? No is
the answer on both counts, according to John Carey, the author of What Good Are John Carey: What Good are the
Arts? - Springer Link Jan 29, 2006 WHAT GOOD ARE THE ARTS? By John Carey Oxford Univ. 286 pp. $26.
What Good Are the Arts? by John Carey Reviews, Discussion In Part Two, Carey argues the supremacy of
literature in the same extravagant terms he just debunked (reading has the power to change people). Regrettably, despite
clever logic and inexhaustible imagination, Carey fails to recover artistic merit from the abyss of relativism. John
Carey, What Good Are the Arts? - ResearchOnline@ND challenges many of the preconceptions about the good of
the arts in a way that Monday (4 April): Afterward: Reflections on Our Review of What Good Are What Good Are
The Arts? - Big Ideas - ABC Radio National Another possible title would be How Good Do Other People Think The
Arts Are?, because the more you read this book, the more you realise that Oxford WHAT GOOD ARE THE ARTS?
By John Carey, Faber and Faber Apr 1, 2006 As the nations lit departments go begging for students, they would do
well to consult John Careys brilliant, funny, and insightful What Good Are Review: What Good Are the Arts? by
John Carey Books The Sep 9, 2006 What Good Are the Arts? By John Carey. The arts incite emotional experience
of an intensity and variety nowhere else available and take us
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